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Abstract: We aim to discuss factor s especially age affecting the effectiveness of decompr essive cr aniectomy in
traumatic brain injury in the light of current literatüre. 44 patients who experienced decompressive craniectomy
were analyzed, according to the Glasgow coma scale (GCS), midline shift, age, and outcome scores retrospectively.
There were 44 patients, 26 males and 18 females, with a mean age of 54,72 years (range 20-78 years). Glasgow
coma scale (GCS) scores ranged from 5 to 11 preoperatively. The midline shift was 10 mm (range 4-27 mm) on
brain computed tomography (CT). Increased age (>55 years), preoperative midline shift >9 mm, low preoperative
GCS (<8), preoperative findings of herniation, early clinical deterioration (within the first three days of traumatic
brain injury), and delayed surgical intervention were predictors of a poor outcome. Decompressive craniectomy can
be life-saving in young patients if it is done in patients and timely, but the effectiveness of surgery on morbidity and
mortality is related to several other factors.
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Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is defined as an injury to the head arising from blunt or penetrating
trauma or acceleration/deceleration forces associated with a decreased level of consciousness, amnesia,
neurologic regression, skull fractures, intracranial contusion and/or hematoma, and edema 1,2.
Decompressive craniectomy (DC) is described as the temporary removal of a part of the cranium to
form a place where the brain can expand without being under pressure 3. Following intracranial
pressure (ICP) decrease to normal levels together with an increase in cerebral blood flow, cerebral
perfusion pressure (CPP) is maintained again.
In most cases, DC is used as a secondary treatment in resistant intracranial edema and hypertension
that do not respond to medical treatment 4,5. The time to perform DC plays an important role in
mortality and morbidity 5. The surgical practice is a "wait and see" approach, the DC decision is made
with neurological regression, increase in ICP, and increase in midline shift in the control CT 6.
In this study, we presented cases experienced with decompression surgery to evaluate the morbidity
and mortality rates, and factors affecting the outcome of patients.
MATERIALS and METHODS
The study included 55 patients diagnosed with traumatic brain injury and followed up in the
Neurosurgery Clinics of Necmettin Erbakan University Meram Faculty of Medicine between 20152018. A detailed history of patients and neurological examinations were performed. Pathologies were
established using the imaging methods of brain computed tomography (CT), diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and CT/MRI angiography.
Patients were initially treated with conservative medical management such as anti-edema agents
(mannitol, furosemide, steroids), hyperventilation, and surgical treatment decisions that were made
based on serial CT reports and neurological deterioration. A large decompressive craniectomy was
performed unless the patient had a definite medical contraindication to surgery. Data were collected on
age, gender, etiology, whether the dominant hemisphere was affected, preoperative GCS, measurement
of midline shift, recovery of midline shift after decompressive craniectomy, and time from trauma to
surgery. Modified Rankin Scale (mRS) (Table 1) was used for functional outcomes and evaluation of
recovery 7.
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Table 1: Modiﬁed r ankin scor e
Modifed Rankin Score (mRS)
0 No symptoms at all
1 No significant disability, able to carry out usual activities
Slight disability-unable to carry out previous activities, but able to look
2
after themselves
3 Moderate disability-requires some help but walks unaided
Moderately severe disability-unable to walk or attend to bodily needs
4
without assistance
5 Severely disabled-bedridden, requires constant care and attention
6 Dead

Among the 55 patients treated with a diagnosis of TBI in our hospital, 7 of them were followed up with conservative medical treatment
and discharged. 4 patients had only managed medical treatment without surgery because GCS 3 and pupils were dilated bilaterally and
died in an average of 1 week. 44 patients who operated with the diagnosis of TBI were included in this study to examine mortality and
morbidity rates and factors affecting prognosis.
Surgical Procedure
All patients underwent large unilateral fronto-temporoparietal
craniectomy and duraplasty as a surgical procedure within 24 hours.
The dura was opened in a cruciate or inverted U shape. ICP wire was
inserted into the brain parenchyma for ICP monitoring. Wide
duraplasty was made with synthetic dura to prevent the brain from
under pressure. Redivac drain (passive) was inserted before closure.
Both the ICP wire and drain were well anchored to avoid slippage of
the devices, which could lead to inaccurate ICP readings and drainage,
respectively.

Statistical Analysis
Data obtained in the study were statistically analyzed using SPSS
23.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The data were
expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Mann-Whitney U
non-parametric tests, Kruskal-Wallis tests, One Way ANOVA tests,
and Independent samples t test were used in the analysis of statistical
evidence. The value of p<0.05 was regarded as statistically significant.

RESULTS
Decompressive surgery was applied to 44 patients with a mean age
of 54.72 years (range 20 -78 years), comprising 26 males with a mean
age of 54,88 years and 18 females with a mean age of 54,5 years. The
mean midline shift on CT was approximately 10 mm (range 4-27 mm)
and the mean time to have surgery was 11.2 hours in patients aged ≤55
years and 12,5 hours in patients aged >55 years.
Subdural hygroma and infections in 5 cases (3 M / 2F) (M: male,
F: female), hydrocephalus in 6 cases (2M / 4F), and acute subdural
hematoma in 2 cases (2M) were seen as complications. 17 (38.63%)
patients discharged with mRS of 0-3 and 12 (27,2%) patients were
discharged as severely disabled and bedridden with mRS 4-5. The
mortality rate was (34,09%), 15 patients died the mean 52 nd day
postoperatively. Patients discharged in good condition with mRS 0-3
had preoperative mean GCS 10 (range 9-13), mean age 45 years
(range 20-66 years), and mean midline shift 8,9± 3,16 mm (range, 517 mm). The patients discharged as disabled and/or bedridden had
preoperative mean GCS 9 (range 5-12), mean age 55 (range 26-78),
and mean midline shift 11,10±4,5 (range 5-22) (Fig.1-4).

A

Fig. 1. Patients’s ages and mRS
There is a statistically significant difference between
patients outcomes (mRS) depending on age especially
in mRS 0-3 and mRS 6 (p <0.05).

A

B

Fig. 2. Relationship of patients’s ages and GCS (A), midline shift (B)
A; Statistically significant difference was found between age and GCS, B; Statistically significant
difference was not found between age and Midline Shift

B

Fig. 3. Midline shift and mRS (A), GCS and mRS (B)
A;There is no significant difference between mRS 0-3 and mRS 4-5 in terms of midline shift degree; There
is a significant difference between mRS 6 and 0-3, 4-5 (p <0.05)., B; GCS value was examined between the
mRS groups, it was shown that there was a significant difference (p <0.05).

Fig. 4. Relationship between patients’s age
and mortality
Mortality rates of patients older than 55 years
old and younger, and a statistically significant
difference was found (p <0.05).
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In the patients with mortality, (mRS 6), the preoperative mean outcome groups, it was observed that there was a significant differenGCS was 7 (range 5- 9), mean age was 60 years (range 25-75 years), ce between the groups (p <0.05), and the GCS value in mRS 6 patients
and mean midline shift was 15.94±5,35 mm (range 9-27 mm).
was lower than in the other groups (Fig. 3). Reddy et al. reported that
mortality of 22% among their patients who had a preoperative GCS 
DISCUSSION
8, and mortality of 73% among those with GCS <8 17,20. Pupil size
shows a statistically significant difference in mRS groups and mRS
The best time to decompressive craniectomy is still controversial 8 4-5 and 6 are higher in anisocoria and miosis patients (Fig. 6).
but early DC (within 24 h after injury) is recommended for severely Anisocoria and miosis rate is higher in patients >55 years old and
head-injured patients without brain stem dysfunction requiring there is a statistically significant difference between age groups
neurosurgery for removing intracranial collections 9. This may be (Fig. 7).
delayed for older patients showing symptoms as they are better
accommodated to intracranial hypertension due to cerebral atrophy 10.
Previous studies have shown that the surgical technique is
A
effective in patients' outcomes. In our study, we applied
fronto-temporoparietal decompressive craniectomy and duraplasty to
our patients, which are the most preferred techniques. Large
fronto-temporoparietal decompressive craniectomy significantly
improved the outcome in severe TBI patients with refractory
intracranial hypertension and had a better effect in terms of decreasing
ICP, compared with routine temporopatiyetal craniectomy 11.
Duraplasty had better outcomes and lower incidences of secondary
surgical complications such as hydrocephalus, subdural effusion,
epilepsy, infection, and adhesion of the brain to adjacent structures
compared with those who only underwent surgical decompression,
leaving the dura open 12,13. Besides, insufficient size of decompression
B
without duraplasty leads to infarctions and brain leakage, especially
due to the compression of the cortex and superficial brain veins 14.
The result of the current study confirmed age is a crucial factor for
mortality and functional outcome as 15/44 patients (34,09%) died
despite having undergone surgery with 4 of those patients (16%) aged
≤ 55 years and 11 aged > 55 years (57,8%). Therefore, age may be the
most important factor in deciding which patients should undergo
craniectomy. Tagliaferri et al. reported that age was the most
important prognostic factor by stating that only 7% of patients over 65
years of age were well outcome 15. But some studies, such as Bonis et
al., reported that there is no relationship between age and prognosis 16.
In examining outcome scores in our study; Patients younger than
Fig. 5. Relationship between age and GCS (A), and midline shift (B) in
55 years old have higher rates of mRS 0-3 and mRS 4-5, and there
the mortality group
was a significant difference in statistical comparison with patients
A; There is no significant difference between age and GCS in the mortality
older than 55 years (p<0.05) (Table 2) and the statistical difference
group, B; There is no significant difference between age and midline shift in
between mRS 0-3 and mRS 6 (exitus) groups was evident in the
the mortality group.
outcome score comparison (Fig. 1). While the GCS score of the patiMortality rates of patients >55 years old are higher than younger
ents younger than 55 years old is higher than the patients older than 55
years old, and there was a statistically significant difference patients, and a statistically significant difference was found (p <0.05)
(p <0.05), there was no relationship between midline shift and age (Fig. 4). In mortality analysis, there was no statistically significant
difference between Age - GCS and Age - Midline shift (p> 0.05)
(p>0,05) (Fig. 2).
(Fig. 5). The GCS value and midline shift value in patients ≤55 years
Table 2. Descr iptive analysis of age and mRS
of age in the mortality group are higher than those of > 55 years old
patients. As a numerical value, the mean GCS value is 8 and the
Age
midline shift value is 18 mm in patients ≤55 years old, while the GCS
value is 7 and the midline shift value is 13 mm in patients > 55 years
mRS
N
Mean
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
old. Our analysis results showed that there is no linear relationship
0-3
17
45,2353
12,83808
20,00
66,00
between midline shift values and GCS. The effect of pupil size on
4-5
12
55,0833
15,81977
26,00
78,00
mortality is explained by an increased mortality rate, especially in
6
patients with anisocoria and miosis. Although there was no
15
59,9333
14,22004
25,00
75,00
statistically significant difference in the mortality group when
Total
44
52,9318
15,26418
20,00
78,00
compared to age and pupil size, the rate of miosis and anisocoria was
When we look at the relationship between the outcomes of the higher in patients older than 55 years.
A prominent result of our study: It is stated that the age factor has
patients and the midline shift value, there was no significant difference
in mRS 0-3 and mRS 4-5 patients (p> 0.05); Midline shift value was an important effect on outcomes and mortality in patients who
higher in mRS 6 patients compared to other mRS groups, and there underwent decompressive craniectomy and duraplasty in the first 24
was a statistically significant difference (p <0.05) (Fig. 3). In the hours (Table 3). Although the effects of GCS, midline shift, and pupil
literature, it has been shown that preoperative midline shift over 10 size values on patients' outcome scores and mortality in patients with
mm in patients with traumatic brain injury is a marker of poor traumatic brain injury are known; our study shows that the
prognosis 17,18,19. When the GCS value was studied in the patient controversial age factor is too important to be ignored.
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A

B

Fig. 6. Relationships of pupil size and Mr s (A), and age (B)
A; Pupil size in mRS groups show statistically significant difference (p <0.05), B;Pupil size according to age was found to be statistically significant (p<0.05)

In the results obtained from our study, we recommend that
decompressive craniectomy be performed in the first 24 hours before
GCS goes below 8 in young patients with brain trauma.
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Fig. 7. Relationship between age and pupil size in mor tality gr oup
There are no significant difference between age groups according to
pupil size in mortality group p>0.05
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Table 3. Patients’s outcome scor es and mor tality
mRS

Mean age

Patients no

GCS

Midline shift (mm)

0-3
4-5
6 (dead)

45 (20-66)
55 (26-78)
60 (25-75)

17
12
15

10 (9-13)
9 (5-12)
7 (5-9)

8,9 +/-3,16 (5-17)
11,10 +/- 4,5 (5-22)
15,94 +/- 5,35 (9-27)
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